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Abstract—During the initial phase of a disaster response it is
essential for responders to quickly and safely assess the overall
situation. The use of rescue robots that can autonomously navi-
gate and map these environments can help responders realize this
goal while minimizing danger to them. In order for rescue robots
to be of service to the responders, they must be able to sense
the environment, create an internal representation that identifies
victims and hazards to responders, and provide an estimate of
where they are and where they have been. Methods for developing
a stable navigation solution are based on sensors that can be
broadly classified into two approaches, absolute (exteroception)
and relative (proprioception). Commonly, two or more of these
approaches are combined to develop a stable navigation solution
that is insensitive to and robust in the presence of the errors
that plague partial solutions by taking into account errors in the
vehicle’s pose, thus bounding the uncertainty in the navigation
solution. Since the capabilities and limitations of these approaches
vary, it is essential for developers of robotic systems to understand
the performance characteristics of methodologies employed to
produce a stable navigation solution. This paper will provide
quantitative analysis of two proprioceptive approaches, namely
Encoder-based Odometry and Inertial Navigation System, and an
exteroceptive approach namely Visual Odometry that uses scan
matching techniques.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Urban Search And Rescue (USAR) is primarily concerned
with the extrication of victims trapped in man-made structures
such as collapsed buildings. During the initial phase of a
structural collapse rescue, it is imperative that the first respon-
ders “size-up” the situation and establish an Incident Control
System that allows information to flow regarding the nature
of the problem. During this size-up, reconnaissance teams are
dispatched to assess the magnitude of the situation, identify
hazards, and locate areas that have the lowest cost-benefit
ratio of danger to rescuers versus live victims [1]. Commonly,
these environments contain unstable structures, undulating
terrain, and hazardous or toxic debris. Recent advancements in
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autonomous navigation and mapping provide responders with
an invaluable tool that can allow them to safely and efficiently
assess the overall situation.

A robotic system, consisting of one or more robots, ca-
pable of autonomous navigation and mapping must provide
the mechanisms for answering three fundamental questions:
“Where am I?”, “Where do I want to go?”, and “How do
I get there?” [2]. In order for the system to intelligently
answer the second two questions, the system must be able to
formulate a stable navigation solution that can answer the first.
In this paper, the notion of a navigation solution will be
defined as the systems ability to sense the environment, create
internal representations of its environment, and estimate pose,
consisting of position and orientation, with respect to a fixed
coordinate frame.

Mobility Open Architecture Simulation and Tools (MOAST)
[3] is an open-source, turn-key hierarchical control system
capable of autonomous navigation and mapping for a wide
range of robotic platforms in a variety of different domains.
Since the methods employed to formulate a stable navigation
solution are heavily dependent on the type of environment
the system is operating in, the sensor capabilities, and the
conditions found in that environment [4], it is critical for
MOAST to employ redundant methods of pose estimation in
order to develop a robust and stable navigation solution.

Dead-reckoning is a widely used method for pose estimation
that serves as the backbone for many navigation solutions.
It is based on simple mathematical principles that estimate
the current pose based on a previous pose. This method “ad-
vances” the pose estimate by recursively integrating motion,
measured through a proprioceptive sensor, to compute a new
heading and the distance traveled. Dead-reckoning is favorable
because it provides a simple, cost-effective solution that is
self-contained and is capable of computing pose estimates at a
high frequency. The major drawback to dead-reckoning is two-
fold: 1) because the system is self-contained, systematic and
non-systematic dead-reckoning errors [5] are hard to eliminate
and 2) the recursive nature of the algorithms allows errors
to propagate and accumulate in a unbounded manner, thus
causing the navigation solution to diverge [4].

Many navigation solutions use a landmark-based approach
[2], [6], [7]. This approach geometrically computes an esti-
mate based on the recognition of distinct features, occurring
naturally or artificially placed, in the environment. The factors



contributing to the successful performance and integrity of
these methods is the reliable acquisition and extractions of fea-
tures from sensory data and the ability to efficiently recognize
and associate features with some navigational map [2]. While
these methods, in general, provide an accurate pose estimate,
they require either engineering the environment to provide an
adequate set of features, or efficient recognition of features to
use as landmarks [8]. In addition, these methods often rely
on geometric primitives or models of the environment that are
not guaranteed to exist in all environments.

In lieu of the landmark-based approaches, the iconic ap-
proaches attempt to utilize whatever sensor data is available
to compute a navigation solution by working directly with
raw sensor data. This eliminates the need to decide what
constitutes a feature by minimizing the discrepancies between
the raw sensor data and a model of the environment. Using
a maximum likelihood alignment to find the best fit between
two sets of data points, this method is capable of providing a
computationally efficient pose estimate in complex, unstruc-
tured environments. Examples of iconic-based methods in the
literature are [9], [10], [11].

The motivation of this research is to develop a stable
navigation solution that meets the navigational requirements
for MOAST without any unnecessary overhead or computa-
tional complexities. This research uses a high-fidelity robotic
simulation environment, known as Urban Search and Rescue
Simulation (USARSim) [12], to explore the performance char-
acteristics of different navigational solutions. In the interest of
space, Section II will only present an overview of MOAST
and USARSim. For further details please refer to system
manual for MOAST [3] and USARSim [12]. Section III will
detail the principles and known deficiencies of three navigation
solutions and will provide an overview of the implementation
of these systems in MOAST and USARSim. Although the
navigation solutions presented here are usually combined to
provide a more stable navigation solution, this paper will treat
them as an independent solution in order to better understand
the performance characteristics of each. This will facilitate a
better understanding of the capabilities and, more importantly,
the limitations of each solution. In Section IV, the methods
employed and the results of the independent evaluation of each
of the solutions will be presented. Section V will provide a
discussion of the results obtained and how each of the partial
solutions can be used to develop a more robust and stable
navigation solution.

II. MOAST AND USARSIM

Robotic simulation systems, such as [13], [14], [15], are
commonly used in the development of the autonomous systems
and advanced robotic algorithms. They provide a cost-effective
tool that enables developers to customize repeatable testing
scenarios to test specific aspects of autonomous navigation and
mapping systems. In order to provide convincing arguments
about a system’s performance and reliability, the simulation
systems must be capable of capturing the stochastic nature

of a real world environment. USARSim [12] is an open-
source package that provides a high-resolution, physics-based
simulation that solves many of the practical problems faced by
robotic simulators [16]. Initially developed to support devel-
opment of robotic algorithms in the Urban Search and Rescue
environment, USARSim has expanded its core functionality
to provide the general-purpose, multi-agent simulation system
with a set of unique characteristics unmatched by other sim-
ulation systems [17], [16].

MOAST [3] is an open-source, turn-key hierarchical control
system that was originally developed to promote the research
of advanced robotic algorithms [18]. Based on the 4-D Real-
time Control System (4D/RCS) architecture [19], MOAST
provides a modularized hierarchical framework that allows
for the transparent transference of data between a matrix
of real and virtual components. This framework is glued
together through well-defined interfaces and communications
protocols, and detailed specifications on individual subsystem
input/output (I/O) that allows developers to freely swap com-
ponents. Internal tools provide developers with state-by-state,
time-stamped snapshots that allow researchers to quantitatively
measure and classify the performance characteristics of new
algorithms and the means to analyze the overall impact on the
system’s performance by means of comparison.

Since the validity of the results obtained from such al-
gorithms are directly related to the accuracy and realism
of the underlying simulation models, it is important that
the sensors provide realistic data. Significant efforts on the
validation of simulated models in USARSim have resulted in
close correspondence between simulated data extracted from
USARSim and their real world counterparts [20], [21]. There-
fore, integration of these high-fidelity models with MOAST
allows researchers to develop advanced robotic algorithms,
classify their performance characteristics, and evaluate the
overall impact of the algorithms on a robotic system before
implementation on real robotic hardware.

III. NAVIGATION SOLUTIONS

This section will present three navigation solutions; namely,
an Inertial Navigation System solution, an Encoder-based
Odometry solution, and a Visual Odometry solution that is
based on a 2D laser range-finder. All of these solutions provide
light-weight navigation solutions that are being considered
for the navigation strategy employed by MOAST. Each of
the following subsections will provide an overview of the
solutions, identify their deficiencies, and provide an overview
on how they are implemented in MOAST and USARSim.

A. Interial Navigation System

An Inertial Navigation System (INS) is a dead-reckoning
navigation solution based on Newton’s laws of motion. It
assumes that an object will remain in uniform motion unless
it is acted on by an outside force. Forces acting on the
system will produce accelerations in an inertial reference
frame that can be measured and integrated. Change in position
and orientation can then be computed with respect to a



previously determined pose [22]. The output of an Inertial
Navigation System is a 3D pose estimate at time k, consisting
of a location [xvk

, yvk
, zvk

] and an orientation [θvk
, ψvk

, φvk
].

Unfortunately, inertial sensors are not able to dissociate accel-
erations due to external forces, such as gravity, from kinematic
accelerations [23]. The failure of the systems to misclassify
or compensate for non-kinematic noise will produce error in
the inertial measurements. The double integration of this error
will produce a gradual degradation of the navigation solution
known as drift.

A method for simulating an Inertial Navigation System
has been developed for USARSim. In an effort to mimic the
performance characteristics of an INS sensor, this method uses
a recursive pose estimate that uses error models to introduce
noise into inertial measurements.1 Given an initial estimation
of location [x̂vk

, ŷvk
, ẑvk

] and an initial estimation of orienta-
tion [θ̂vk

, ψ̂vk
, φ̂vk

], the algorithmic process of simulating the
INS sensor in USARSim is as follows:

1) Compute angular velocities [ωxk+1 , ωyk+1 , ωzk+1 ], for
current time step, k + 1, using ground truth:ωxk+1

ωyk+1

ωzk+1

 =
1
∆t

(θvk+1

ψvk+1

φvk+1

−

θvk

ψvk

φvk

) (1)

2) Use angular velocities computed in Eq. 1 and a Gaussian
noise model, G(µ, σ), that is based on a mean, µ, and
variance, σ, to update the estimation of orientation, given
the initial estimate. : θ̂vk+1

ψ̂vk+1

φ̂vk+1

 =

 θ̂vk

ψ̂vk

φ̂vk

+

ωxk+1

ωyk+1

ωzk+1

 G(µ, σ) ∆t (2)

3) Calculate an estimate of the Euclidean distance traveled
over the past time step using ground truth and noise
model, G(µ, σ):

V̂dist =
√
∆x2 +∆y2 +∆z2 G(µ, σ) (3)

4) Use results obtained from Equation 2 and 3 to update
the current location estimate:x̂vk+1

ŷvk+1

ẑvk+1

 =

x̂vk

ŷvk

ẑvk

+

V̂dist cos φ̂vk+1 cos ψ̂vk+1

V̂dist sin φ̂vk+1 cos ψ̂vk+1

V̂dist sin φ̂vk+1

 (4)

B. Encoder-based Odometry

Encoder-based Odometry is a commonly used dead-
reckoning approach that uses encoders to measure wheel
rotation and steering angle to kinematically compute a pose
estimate based on wheel radius, wheel separation, and wheel
base. The output of an odometric sensor is usually a 2D
pose at time k, expressed as a triplet consisting 2D location
and orientation, [xvk

, yvk
, φvk

]. The major drawback to this
solution is that systematic and non-systematic errors [5] are

1The current implementation in USARSim does not take accelerations into
account. However, we are currently investigating other methods to model the
errors in simulated INS sensor, using equations defined by [24].

hard to eliminate and can accumulate over time. Systematic
errors accumulate constantly over time due to unequal wheel
diameters, misalignment of wheels, encoder sampling rates,
drifts associated with time etc., whereas non-systematic errors
are as a result of wheel slippage and uneven terrain conditions
that may occur unexpectedly. For a vehicle navigating on
uneven terrain the non-systematic errors are more dominant
than the systematic errors.

Encoder-based Odometry was the first navigation sensor
developed for USARSim. The current implementation, which
only simulates odometric sensors for skid-steered platforms,
relies on the simulation of physical interactions to introduce
non-systematic errors. Since systematic error models have not
been incorporated in this implementation of the sensor, the
simulated version in USARSim will provide a more accurate
pose estimate than actual Encoder-based Odometry found on
real robotic platforms.

This simulation of the Odometry sensor in USARSim is as
follows:

Given an initial pose estimate at time k, [x̂vk
, ŷvk

, φ̂vk
], and

the distance traveled by the left and right tires/tracks over the
past time step, [Ulk+1 , Urk+1 ], compute a new pose estimate
based on a skid-steered kinematic model shown in Equation
5, where ` represents the wheel separation.

x̂vk+1

ŷvk+1

φ̂vk+1

 =

x̂vk

ŷvk

φ̂vk

+


Ulk+1+Urk+1

2 cos φ̂vk

Ulk+1+Urk+1
2 sin φ̂vk

tan−1 Ulk+1−Urk+1
`

 (5)

C. Visual Odometry

Visual Odometry (VO) is a commonly used scan matching
technique [10], [9], [25], [26] that uses exteroceptive sensors.
VO is an important intermediate step that will lead to an
absolute navigation solution. Absolute navigation solutions
have the advantage of being independent of the errors that
arise in relative navigation solutions (i.e. INS and encoder-
based schemas discussed in Sections III-A and III-B), thus
providing a method for keeping the resulting errors bounded.

This iconic navigation solution is obtained by using a fine
range image registration method [27] known as Iterative Clos-
est Point (ICP) algorithm [28]. ICP uses pairs of consecutive
sets of data points obtained from a 2D laser range finder
(scans) to compute relative pose estimates. This technique
provides a computationally efficient navigation solution in
environments with minimal structure. However, poor point-
correspondence and the lack of distinguishing features in the
data sets can lead to erroneous pose estimates.

In its simplest form, the ICP algorithm can be described by
the following steps:

1. For each point in data set D, compute its closest point
in data set M.

2. Compute the incremental transformation (R,T) using
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) based on corre-
spondences obtained in step 1.



(a) Comparison of the vehicle path produced by navigation solutions
and ground truth information in a flat, feature-rich world. As seen, the
Visual Odometry navigation solution provides a better estimate of the
vehicle’s location.

(b) The decomposition of the INS navigation solution shows the
accumulation of the errors and the slow degradation of the individual
elements on the pose estimate over time (drift).

(c) Quantitative analysis of errors found in the Encoder-based Odometry
solutions shows that this solution provides a relatively accurate solution
in environment with flat flooring and other factors that cause non-
systematic errors.

(d) Quantitative analysis of errors in the Visual Odometry navigation
solution. As seen, this exteroceptive approach provides an extremely
accurate estimation of the pose that out performs the other two dead-
reckoning solutions.

Fig. 1: Estimated vehicle paths and associated errors obtained from the three navigation solutions. It is evident that the “absolute”
Visual Odometry solution is superior to the encoder-based Odometry and INS solutions

3. Apply the incremental transformation from step 2 to D.
4. If relative changes in R and T are less than a prede-

termined threshold or a tolerable number of iterations is
exceeded, terminate. Else go to step 1.

In step 1, the set {xi, yi, di} is computed consisting of
original points in M, their nearest neighbor in set D, and
the Euclidean distance between the two. To deal with spurious
points/false matches and to account for occlusions and outliers,
we modify and weight the least-squares objective function
such that [29]:

min(R,T)

∑
i

wi ||Mi − (RDi + T) ||2 (6)

If the Euclidean distance between a point xi in one set and
its closest point yi in the other, denoted by di

4
= d(xi, yi), is

bigger than the maximum tolerable distance threshold Dmax,
then wi is set to zero in Equation (6). This means that an
xi cannot be paired with a yi since the distance between
reasonable pairs cannot be very big. The value of Dmax is set
adaptively in a robust manner by analyzing distance statistics.
The adaptive threshold is implemented with respect to two
observations [29]:

1) If Dmax is too small, then several iterations are required
for the algorithm to converge and several good matches
will be discarded, and

2) If Dmax is too big, then the algorithm may not converge
at all since many spurious matches will be included.

At the end of step 1, we have two corresponding point sets,
PM:{pi} and PD:{qi}. The incremental transformation in



Fig. 2: Cumulative sensor map is based on the pose estimates produced by the VO navigation solution. This solution utilizes
the ICP algorithm to compute the rotation and translation of the vehicle during a time steps and uses the pose estimate to
translate the range scans into a coordinate frame relative to the vehicle’s starting pose.

step 2 is obtained as follows [30]:
• Calculate H=

∑ND

i=1(pi − pc)(qi − qc)T ; (pc,qc) are the
centroids of the point sets (PM,PD).

• Find the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of H
such that H = UΩVT where U and V are unitary
matrices whose columns are the singular vectors and Ω
is a diagonal matrix containing the singular values.

• The rotation matrix relating the two point sets is given
by R = VUT .

• The translation between the two point sets is given by
T = qc −Rpc.

This process is iterated as stated in step 4 until the mean
Euclidean distance between the corresponding point sets PM

and PD is less than or equal to a predetermined distance or
until a given number of iterations is exceeded.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The navigation solutions discussed in this paper were eval-
uated using a simulated P2DX that was equipped with a
simulated INS sensor, discussed in Section III-A, a simulated
Odometry sensor, discussed in Section III-B, and a simulated
2D laser range finder. The laser range finder, configured to
provide a field of view of 180 degrees with a beam separation
of one degree, served as the basis for the Visual Odometry
solution presented in Section III-C. The frequency of data
returns for each sensor, limited by the computational com-
plexities of the simulation environment, was approximately 5
Hz. Ground truth information, extracted through USARSim,

served as the basis of comparison to quantitatively evaluate
each of the navigation solutions described in Section III.

The simulated P2DX was teleoperated using MOAST in
an elemental mapping test world in USARSim that is being
used in the 2007 Virtual RoboRescue Competition to test
teams that autonomously map the environment. The DM-
Mapping 250 world (available on the USARSim home page)
consists of several sections with varying degrees of complexity
in terms of features and mobility characteristics. Data was
logged using MOAST during a run that lasted over 4.5 minutes
and traveled almost 26 meters at an average speed of 0.097
m/s. During the run, data streams were logged and processed
and compared to ground truth information to quantifiably
measure the performance characteristics of the two proprio-
ceptive navigation solutions (i.e INS and Odometry) and the
exteroceptive navigation solution (i.e. Visual Odometry) as
depicted in Figure 1.

In this text, a cumulative sensor map refers to a composite
map consisting of raw sensor data mapped into a relative
coordinate frame using the pose estimate from the navigation
solution (no filtering data or pruning of the map). Close
examination of the cumulative map produced by the Visual
Odometry solutions, shown in Figure 2, illustrates the integrity
and robust nature of an exteroceptive approach to formulating
a navigation solution with only marginal errors being produced
in the top-right corner of the map. In this map there are slight
discontinuities that may have led to these errors. Examining
Figures 1(b), 1(c), and 1(d), the errors in φv for all three



solutions show a significant spike between 150 and 200
seconds. This spike, occurring three-quarters into the run,
suggests the presence of a non-systematic error (i.e. hitting
a wall) that may have led to the discontinuities observed in
the cumulative sensor map for Visual Odometry.

A closer examination of the vehicle path errors in 1(a),
shows that Visual Odometry exhibits a more accurate repre-
sentation of the actual path traveled by the vehicle. The path
produced by the INS solution appears to mimic that of Visual
Odmoetry, but examining error plots of the INS, shown in
Figure 1(b), reveals a biased driftthat is causing divergence
in the pose estimate. This drift is representative of systematic
errors found in Inertial Navigation Systems. The presence of
systematic errors does not seem to be as noticeable in the error
plots for the encoder-based Odometry solution, see Figure
1(c). Comparing the error plots for the two proprioceptive
approaches, we see that the encoder-based Odometry provides
a better estimate of pose, where the INS solution provides a
better estimation of orientation.

Using the error curves found in Figures 1(b) and 1(c) as
the basis for inferring trends suggests errors accumulating in
these solutions may have grown without bounds. In contrast,
the error curves for the Visual Odometry navigation solution,
seen in 1(d), suggests that this method provides a robust
solution that is resilient to the systematic errors found in dead-
reckoning sensors.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper explored the performance characteristics of
several approaches towards developing a stable navigation
solution, detailing the capabilities and limitations of each
approach, as well as the underlying mechanisms used to for-
mulate these solutions. Through quantitative analysis of each
solution, this paper showed that the exteroceptive navigation
solution is more resilient to systematic and non-systematic
errors that plague proprioceptive-based solutions and provide
the mechanism for limiting the uncertainty in the navigation
solution. Although Visual Odometry is a computationally
efficient navigation solution and exhibits good performance
in complex environments, it is vulnerable to failure due to the
lack of redundancy and its inability to measure the amount
of uncertainty in the system at any given time. Therefore, the
Visual Odometry solution must be fused with other approaches
within a probabilistic framework to take into account errors in
the vehicles pose and uncertainty being introduced into the
system in order to overcome vulnerabilities that might com-
promise the autonomous navigation and mapping capabilities
of the robotic system.
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